
ENERGY is EVERYWHERE

WHAT IS ENERGY?
Your Passport to Discovering, 

Exploring, and Conserving Energy

WHAT IS ENERGY?
There are many types of energy, but 
all energy is simply the ability to do 
work. Energy is how things change 
and move. If you want to pick up and 
move a rock, you need energy. If a 
lightbulb is going to turn on, it needs 
energy. We need energy for everything 
that we DO! And everything has  
energy in it—EVEN THIS PAGE!

ENERGY is EVERYWHERE
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TYPES of ENERGY
There are many types of energy, but all energy is one of two types:

KINETIC ENERGY  
is energy in action.

The pencil sitting on the desk (right) has energy; it’s just not 
using it. That’s potential energy. But if your pencil falls off of  
the desk (left), it is in motion. That’s kinetic energy.

POTENTIAL ENERGY  
is stored energy.
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WHERE DOES ENERGY COME FROM?
When we turn on a light switch, where does the power come 
from? We use many sources for our energy, from the sun above 
our heads to the oil beneath our feet. 

Fossil Fuels 
Fossil Fuels come from the buried remains of ancient plants, 
animals, and other life forms. There is only a certain amount of 
fossil fuel on Earth. Once it is used up, there will be no more.

COAL contains the energy from ancient plants that 
used to live in swamps. If burned, that energy is 
released and can be turned into electricity.  
Coal is a solid.

NATURAL GAS forms when buried organisms are 
gradually transformed by heat and pressure into  
a gas. The energy stored in this gas can be turned  
into electricity, heat, and other uses.

PETROLEUM, or Crude Oil, comes from the remains 
of tiny, ancient sea life. This liquid forms under the 
surface and can be turned into many types of fuel, 
such as gasoline, kerosene, and more.
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Potential Energy!
ELASTIC ENERGY 
Think of a spring that’s either stretched or squished —
it has stored (or potential) energy. Once you let go of 
the spring, or stop pushing down on it, that stored 
energy then makes the spring move and becomes  
an example of kinetic energy!

GRAVITATIONAL ENERGY 
A pencil sitting on a desk (left) has stored energy. If it 
falls, it is then in motion and a type of kinetic energy.

MOTION! 
Anything  

that is moving  
has energy.

ELECTRICAL!  
Electrical energy 
is the movement 

of electrons—
tiny particles that 
carry a charge.

SOUND! 
Sound is 

transmitted 
when something 

vibrates.

Here are some examples of different kinds of kinetic and 
potential energy.

Kinetic Energy!
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WHERE DOES ENERGY COME FROM?

Renewable Energy 
Renewable Energy comes from natural sources that will 
continue to make it. It’s called “renewable” because it will  
never run out. 

SOLAR ENERGY is energy captured from the 
sun’s rays. It can be stored in batteries and  
used later.

WIND ENERGY is energy captured by a blowing 
breeze. Windmills capture the energy of the  
wind and can turn it into electricity.

HYDROELECTRIC ENERGY captures the energy  
from moving water. As the water moves through 
a dam, for example, the water turns blades that 
ultimately turn the energy into electricity.

“Geo” means Earth and “thermal” means heat, so 
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY is energy created from  
the heat deep inside the planet!



LIL’ TEX AND ANN 
—the dynamic duo 
known as the Watt 
Watchers—are  
real Texas heroes! 
They live by the motto: 
Texas is too good to waste. 
They love Texas, the Earth, 
and are dedicated to 
conserving their resources. 
The Watt Watchers are 
always on the lookout for 
the notorious Wasters Gang, 
and they need your help 
to find them!
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watt-watchers.com

ACTIVITIES

THE WASTERS GANG 
These rotten scoundrels 
always leave the lights 
on when they leave the 
room, let the water run in 
the sink, and never, ever 
recycle their aluminum 
cans! Any time you see 
energy or water being 
wasted, you know the 
Wasters Gang isn’t too 
far away.

Let’s join Lil’ Tex and Ann as they 
track down The Wasters Gang.



Are there any 
rugs or carpets 
on your floor? 
These will help 
keep the house 

warm in  
the winter.

When your 
parents cook, are 

they keeping a 
secure lid on the 
top of the pot?

Ask your parents 
what kind of 

thermostat they 
have. Is it a 

programmable 
thermostat?

Is the fan on 
your AC set to 
automatic?

On very sunny 
days, are all the 

drapes in the 
rooms that are 
not being used 
closed to keep  
the sun out?

Does your 
family use a 

space heater?

Do your 
parents set the 
thermostat to 4 
degrees higher 

when nobody will 
be home for a 

couple of hours?

Does your home 
have an energy 
efficient water 

heater?

During the 
summer days, do 
your parents cook 

outside often?

On especially 
moderate days, 
does your family 

open the windows 
and turn off the 

air conditioning?

Do your 
parents hang 
the laundry 
outside in  

the summer  
to dry?

Does the house 
have solar 

shading on the 
windows?

Have your parents 
show you their 
lawn mowing 
equipment.  

Is it electric?

Is your freezer 
inside and NOT  
in the garage?

Is the Heat 
Dry setting 

on your 
dishwasher 

off?

Do you and your 
family members 
air dry your hair?

Check out the 
setting on your 

washing machine. 
Is the water set  

to cold?

When using the 
laundry dryer, 

do you and your 
parents clean out 
the lint filter after 

every use?

Are the lights in 
the rooms that are 

not being used 
turned off?

Do you unplug 
electronics 

when they’re 
not being used 
or charging?

Do your outside 
doors and 

windows have 
weatherstripping 

to prevent  
air leaks?

Are the liquids in 
your refrigerator 

covered?

Do you wait to 
run the dishwater 

until it is 
completely full?

Do you parents 
change the air 
filters when 
required?

DID YOU KNOW THAT THE WASTERS GANG COULD  
BE IN YOUR HOME RIGHT NOW? Let’s explore and  
find the places where they might be hiding and wasting energy.

On the next page, make a map of where you are. It doesn’t have 
to be perfect but be sure to include and label all of the rooms and 
spaces. NOW THE SEARCH IS ON—find the below items! As you 
find an item, mark its location on the map. If the space doesn’t 
have something, that’s okay; it just means that the Wasters  
aren’t hiding there.

Once you find them, think of ways to SAVE ENERGY AND DEFEAT 
THE WASTERS. For example, make sure that none of the water 
faucets are dripping, ensure that you turn off the television if no 
one is watching, and more!

LIGHT SWITCH

ELECTRICAL OUTLET

LIGHT BULB

CEILING FAN

THERMOSTAT

AIR FILTER

REFRIGERATOR

STOVE / OVEN

DISHWASHER

WASHING MACHINE

DRYER

TELEVISION

GAME CONSOLE

COMPUTER

WATER FAUCET

WATER HEATER

FURNACE /  
AIR CONDITIONER

INSULATION

ROUND ‘EM UP!
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Let’s Play!
For this game, place a small object— 
such as a bean or coin—on the square that 
describes an energy-saving feature or habit 
in your home! The first to 
get five across— either 
horizontally, vertically, or 
diagonal—is the winner.

WATT WATCHERS BINGO
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POTENTIAL & KINETIC 
ENERGY in NATURE

1

2

3

4

5

Potential Energy!
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There are many types of energy, including light 
energy and heat energy. Solar energy—sun 
captured from the sun’s rays—creates both 
heat energy and light energy. To demonstrate 
the types of energy that the sun creates, let’s 
make a solar oven to make S’mores!

Materials
 Cardboard Box

 Aluminum Foil

 Piece of Cardboard 
Larger than the Box

 Marshmallows

 Graham Crackers

 Chocolate Pieces
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Energy is all around us! It’s truly everywhere. 
Let’s find five examples of POTENTIAL ENERGY 
and five examples of KINETIC ENERGY. 
Remember, kinetic energy is in motion, while 
potential energy is at rest. Think about the 
examples that you read about on pages 2-3!

1

2

3

4

5

Kinetic Energy!
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Steps
 Wrap the inside of the box, 
including the sides, with 
aluminum foil.

 Wrap the larger cardboard 
piece with aluminum foil.

 Lean the larger cardboard 
piece so that it overhangs  
the top side of the box.

 Place the box outside in the 
sun. Make sure that it’s a 
sunny day! Preheat the oven 
for at least 30 minutes.

WITH THE OPEN SIDE OF  
THE BOX FACING UP,  
LET’S MAKE S’MORES!

 Break a graham cracker  
in half, placing one half  
on the bottom of the box.

 Place a piece of chocolate 
on top of the graham 
cracker, and then the 
marshmallow on top  
of the chocolate.

 Once the S’mores have 
melted, place the second 
half of the graham cracker 
on top of the chocolate  
and ENJOY!
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Did you know that it takes energy to run water? Reducing water 
waste saves not only water but energy. Heating water alone  
counts for an average of 15% of total household energy use!

Saving water at home is easier than you might think.  
By making small changes in your daily habits, you can  
help conserve water—a very precious resource.

Try One or More of These Easy Steps  
to Reduce Your Water Waste:

SKIP A BATH, TAKE A SHOWER 
A bath takes at least 15 gallons of hot water, with most 
baths using between 35 and 50 total gallons. Taking 
a shower instead can reduce the amount of water and 
energy you use. The average shower runs at 2.1 gallons 
per minute and lasts only eight minutes—that’s a total 
of just over 17 gallons.

TURN THE WATER OFF WHILE BRUSHING YOUR TEETH 
The average bathroom faucet uses ½ to 1 ½ gallons per 
minute. If you brush your teeth for two minutes and let 
the water run, that wastes one to three gallons of water—
that can add up to 1,000 gallons per year! Turning the 
water off while your brush saves a lot of water.
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SIMPLE MACHINES
An INCLINED PLANE is a sloping 
surface that makes it easier to move 
an object higher or lower, rather than 
lifting it straight up. Think of a ramp. 
It takes less force to move an object 
with the help of a ramp.

SCREWS are inclined planes 
that twist around a cylinder. 
They can be used to move  
an object higher or lower.  
It takes less force to turn  
a screw than pound a nail.

A PULLEY is a wheel with 
a string or rope wrapped 
around it. When you pull the 
rope on one end, the wheel 
will turn and lift an object on 
the other. Force is added to 
the pulley to lift items.

BE INTENTIONAL ABOUT YOUR LAUNDRY 
Laundry is the second largest drain of water in your 
home. Be intentional about washing your clothes.  
Use cool water and make sure that you don’t wash  
only a few items at a time; wait for a full load.

REDUCE YOUR OUTDOOR WATER CONSUMPTION 
Learn what plants and flowers grow best in your 
climate. Plantings that needs a lot of water when  
you live in a drier climate means using more water!

Measure Your Family’s Water Use!
Have your family count the number of times they brush their teeth, 
take a bath, or take a shower—and for how long. Using the numbers 
highlighted on the left, how many gallons is your family using in a 
day? In a week?

ACTIVITY N0. OF TIMES 
IN A DAY DURATION

GALLONS 
USED  
(DAY)

GALLONS 
USED 

(WEEK)

Brushing Teeth

Taking a Bath

Taking a Shower
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Energy is how things change and move, and we sometimes use 
simple machines to help us move objects from place to place. 
What are the different types of simple machines?

LEVERS are planks that rest 
and rotate on a pivot, or fulcrum. 
When a force is applied one end, 
the other end moves. See-saws 
and scissors are types of levers.

WEDGES are triangular 
tools. As force is applied 
downward, it is redirected 
sideways. Think of an axe  
or door stop.

A WHEEL AND AXLE is a 
simple machine that has a 
rod called an axle that is 
inserted into a wheel. A force 
to the axle or wheel causes 
the other to turn. Think of a 
doorknob, or screwdriver. 
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INCLINED 
PLANE

SCREWS

PULLEY

SIMPLE MACHINELet’s explore and find 
two types of each
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LEVERS

WEDGES

WHEEL 
AND AXLE 

SIMPLE MACHINE

TEKS Alignment for Included Activities: 

§111.3.b.1.A-G

§111.3.b.8

§112.12.b.1.A-B

§112.12.b.2.A-E

§112.12.b.4

§112.12.b.6

§111.4.b.1.A-G

§111.4.b.10

§112.13.b.1.A-B

§112.13.b.2.A-E

§112.13.b.4

§112.13.b.6

§111.5.b.1.A-G

§111.5.b.8

§112.14.b.1.A-B

§112.14.b.2.A, C

§112.14.b.4

§112.14.b.6

§111.6.b.1.A-G

§111.6.b.9

§112.15.b.1.A-B

§112.15.b.2.C

§112.15.b.4

§112.15.b.6.A-D

§111.7.b.1.A-G

§111.7.b.9

§112.16.b.1.A-B

§112.16.b.2.C

§112.16.b.4

§112.16.b.6.A-D


